Representation learning of networks via embeddings has garnered popularity and has witnessed signi cant progress recently. Such representations have been e ectively used for classic networkbased machine learning tasks like link prediction, community detection, and network alignment. However, most existing network embedding techniques largely focus on developing distributed representations for traditional at networks and are unable to capture representations for multi-layer networks. Large scale networks such as social networks and human brain tissue networks, for instance, can be e ectively captured in multiple layers. In this work, we propose Multi-Net a fast and scalable embedding technique for multilayer networks. Our work adds a new wrinkle to the the recently introduced family of network embeddings like node2vec, LINE, DeepWalk, SIGNet, sub2vec, graph2vec, and OhmNet. We demonstrate the usability of Multi-Net by leveraging it to reconstruct the friends and followers network on Twi er using network layers mined from the body of tweets, like mentions network and the retweet network. is is the Work-in-progress paper and our preliminary contribution for multilayer network embeddings.
INTRODUCTION
Networks are ubiquitous and are popular mathematical abstractions to analyze data, particularly web data. e natural interconnectedness that web data, like social and information networks, presents make networks a natural metaphor to understand the relationships exhibited in the high-volume multi-modal nature of data. us most analytics research for networks such as link prediction [2] or node classi cation [4] involving machine learning, require features that are descriptive and discriminative. us it is important to translate Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. In submission to MLG '18 complex graph data into a set of a ributes through creative feature engineering, which can o en be di cult to compute, especially for high volume of data.
e signi cant research thrust and recent successes in word and document embeddings (word2vec and doc2vec) [17, 22] have motivated researchers to explore analogous representations in related elds, for example networks. Recent works like node2vec, sub2vec, SIGNet, and graph2Vec (see related work for more) have explored dynamic feature representations of a large scale network to a lowdimensional vector space.
ese low-dimensional features have been e ectively used in network speci c analytics and machine learning. However, large scale networks such as social networks and human brain tissue networks, in the real world, exist with multiple layers of embedded or independent networks. For example, in case of social networks, single user is usually present in multiple social media platforms like Twi er, Facebook, Youtube, etc. and exhibits di erent level of interaction and behavior in each network. Although, state-of-the-art network embedding techniques focus on representing nodes based on single layer network, these representations can be made more robust by developing techniques for their multi-layered counterparts by considering an entity's properties from multiple networks. us, an embedding technique that accounts for the multi-layered existence and interaction of the nodes will equip learning algorithms with a richer vocabulary for learning tasks like link prediction across di erent networks. For example, by learning a node's interaction pa erns in the retweet and mentions network, can we predict the underlying friend-follower network structure? is question is a motivating example for our study and presents an interesting use-case of Multi-Net. Twi er data has become a signi cant source to mine for signals to build several predictive [1, 6, 7] and descriptive applications [13, 14, 23] . While data vendors like GNIP provide their customers with a tweet payload of metadata and content, the underlying friend-follower network is highly restrictive and di cult to obtain. e underlying network is critical to understanding cascading behavior like information propagation or rumor di usion. We demonstrate how using MultiNet, easily obtainable networks like mentions and retweets can be leveraged to map out the friend-follower network.
Summary of contributions
Our contributions in this paper include:
• How a multilayer network can be e ciently explored to create a node context? We propose a novel random walk strategy that e ectively navigates the layered structure of the networks. e algorithm's core lies in devising a transition probability to account for in-layer traversal and a switching probability for cross-layered movement.
• How large scale multilayer networks can be represented in a lower dimensional space? We propose MultiNet a fast, scalable, network embedding algorithm that preserves the cross-layered neighborhood of a node across its various interaction pa erns.
• How to construct a friends/follower network from the textual data? By mining the mentions, retweet, and reply networks which can be easily obtained from tweet content and its associated metadata, we use Multi-Net to e ectively learn distributed feature representations of the nodes involved and infer the friend-follower structure of the Twi er network. We outperform state-of-the-art methods by approximately 7%. (See Sec. Experimental Results) e rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the related work. In Section 3 we formulate the multi-layer distributed feature representation problem. In Section 4 we show our methodology and in Section 5, we present our results.
RELATED WORK
Feature learning is one of the sustained and prominent topics in the machine learning group. Feature representations are most required to study the properties and do more accurate predictions or forecasting on large scale social/other networks. Over a decade human engineered feature representations, based on network's structural and temporal properties, has been widely used in multiple tasks like node classi cation [12] , characterizing information cascades [16] . Although these works give promising results, they are task speci c. Since the origin of e cient and semi supervised Skip-gram model that learns features of words from a large amount of text [22] , there have been immense works in the network society to automatically learn features from networks.
Following the discovery of automated feature learning from large text, embedding large-scale networks received major traction. e end goal of all network embedding methods is to learn encoding for the network nodes that e ectively captures crucial properties of a node in the network such as their neighborhood connectivity, degree and position. Since such methods group together nodes that share same properties, these techniques are being used for variety of tasks like node and link prediction [10, 20, 25] , node clustering [19] and community detection [26] .
Network embedding literature can take two-fold. e rst method is using matrix factorization techniques. With this method, the entire graph is represented as an adjacency matrix where each cell in the matrix represent node relationship. is matrix is processed and projected into a lower dimensional space [15] . is method comes with a cost of lower scalability and it does not capture structural properties of a node in the network. Neural network based network embedding can overcome the above mentioned limitations of matrix factorization approach. Nodes in the network can be organized in such a way that the neural network based Skip-gram model can be applied to learn features by optimizing neighborhood preserving objective. e most e cient method to gather network neighborhood is to do random walks [2] . e two most popular methods that uses random walks and Skip-gram model to learn features of large-scale networks are DeepWalk [25] and Node2Vec [10] .
Although predictions and forecastings based on network embeddings from the above methods gives promising results, the real world networks are complex and available in multiple forms. Some of such complex networks include temporal networks [27] , sign network [18] and multi-layer network [5] . Learning representations from such networks can improve prediction and forecasting power of a learning algorithm. We focus on feature representations on a special kind of multilayer network called multiplex network.
e key challenge involved in learning features from a multiplex network is to consider learning from multiple layers or networks to give a single representation. e very naive approach of extracting features from the multilayer network is to merge all networks into a single network [5, 21] . Combining multiple networks into a single network may disturb the topological order or properties of nodes with respect to each network in the multiplex network [8] . To overcome this limitation, a hierarchy based model has been proposed to learn features from multilayer networks that uses Node2Vec [10] to get embeddings of multiple networks and a hierarchy to combine such embeddings [29] .
e drawback of this approach is that it relies on a hierarchy of layers of networks to combine the results. However, in the real world multilayer networks such as social networks, such hierarchy does not exist and manually designing such hierarchies may not represent the network to the highest precision. In this paper, we propose a simple random walk procedure, inspired from [11] , to organize nodes across multiple networks and use such sequence of nodes to learn their low-dimensional features.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Our goal in this paper is to learn low-dimensional node features represented as continuous vectors, without extracting them manually, from a multilayer network. e low dimensional feature vector space of nodes from multiple networks can improve machine learning algorithms to handle network mining problems like community detection or node clustering. An example of multilayer network is given in Figure 1 . More formally,
Multilayer network: A multilayer network is a tuple
, where L is the number of layers. Informally, MG is a collection of networks
Problem statement:
Given: A multilayer network MG with a subset of nodes across multiple layers with di erent layer-level neighborhood topologies and a positive embedding size d; Aim: To learn distributed feature representations of all nodes V i ∈ MG across L layers.
More intuitively, consider a multilayer network
with L layers of networks, where |V | is the total number of unique nodes in the network. e gurative description of our proposed approach on node embeddings from multilayer networks is given in Figure 2 For the multilayer network, we proceed with following steps:
• Given a fact that in multilayer network scenario, a set of nodes (v;v⊂ V ) can exist in multiple layers and each node can be represented as a vector of size |V |. Since real world networks can have over millions of nodes (|V | > 1M), a machine learning algorithm cannot perform e ciently on such a high dimensional space. us we need a lowdimensional representation for such nodes in the multilayer network • Given an embedding size d, where d < |V |, we rst read the context of each node such that their neighborhood using a famous mechanism called Random walks, which gives an e cient estimate of which node pair is occurring together within a context window(w) • With the availability of set of node contexts or node sequences and a xed dimension parameter d, we learn a d-dimensional feature vector of each node by an optimization problem that maximizes the likelihood of neighbors of a node across L layers
METHODOLOGY
We construct our problem as a maximum likelihood optimization problem, similar to earlier works like word2vec [22] , node2vec [10] and OhmNet [29] . Even though we de ne our problem over a multi layered social network se ing, our method can be applied to other types of networks as well. Furthermore, our method can be applied to (un)directed and (un)weighted networks also. A multilayer network is a general term that represents several networks or layers as a single network without merging them together as a single network. us, a multilayer network can take a general form of
, where L is the number of layers and V i and E i is a set of nodes and edges respectively of a network MG.
Our method is opposed to hierarchy based methods like [29] for feature learning on multilayer network, since such a hierarchy exists only in a limited scenario like biology and chemistry. Our method is a simple rst step in a series of work to perform feature representation in a multilayer setup without requiring any hierarchy but still the node representations covers their neighborhood properties. Since a node can exist in multiple layers of networks, we assume that a node in layer i can be related to neighbors of from other layers such as j based on a probability ratio p.
Learning objective
In simple terms, we de ne our feature learning as a mapping function f : V → R d that maps nodes (V ) from all layers of networks MG 1 , MG 2 , . . . MG L to a d-dimensional feature space, where d < |V |, which can be used for prediction or forecasting tasks. We aim to optimize the objective function, similar to the one given in [10] , that maximizes the following log-likelihood for neighborhood C u of a node u across all layers in the multilayer network:
and C u is the neighborhood of the node u across all layers. e probability Pr C u | f u can be de ned as visiting a neighbor x x ∈ C u is independent of visiting other neighbors C u − x of the node u, given a feature representation of node u:
Further, we model Pr | f u as a so max function of a dot product of node pair features:
where V is the universe of all nodes across L layers in the multilayer network.
Random walks on multilayer network
4.2.1 Simple random walks. In general, we simulate random walks of length l on a set of vertices in a network G = V , E to get a sequence of nodes. Consider a random walker is in the i th node( i ) of a random walk, starting at a pre-de ned node 0 .
e random walker can move to the next node( i+1 ) based on the following probability:
where, e u,w is (un)directed edge between nodes u and w, p uw is the transition probability for moving from node u to and c is a normalizing constant.
Multilayer random walks.
Even though varieties of random walks have been proposed [10] for single layer networks, only few exists for multilayer networks [11] [28] . We de ne the following formula to sample the next neighbor from the current layer or another layer:
i f e u n ,x n ∈ E n 0 Otherwise where, α u n x n is the transition probability for moving from node u to within the the layer n, where n ∈ 1, 2, . . . L and β is the transition probability of switching from the current layer n to another layer m, where n, m ∈ 1, 2, . . . L . Based on the above transition probability function, a random walker can walk from one node to another either within the network or another layer without maintaining any hierarchy of layers. We set α and β to degree distribution of a node and uniform distribution of L layers respectively. 
Algorithm 1 Distributed representations of multilayer networks algorithm
Set node walks to Empty
6:
for i=1 to -MG-do 7: for j=1 to m do 8: for nodes i ∈ MG i do 9: node sequence = MULTIWALK(MG , i , l) 10: Add node sequence to node walks 11: f = StochasticGradientDescent(d,k,node walks) 12 :
Create list walk with u C U = getNeighbors(U , G c urr ) 7: = AliasSample(C U , α) 8: Add v to walk 9: return walk 4.2.3 Multi-Net:Distributed representations of multilayer networks algorithm. Algorithm 1 gives a pseudocode of our proposed distributed representation learning of a multilayer network MultiNet. e random walk results are biased due to the start vertex u of the random walker. us we perform random walk of length l from each node i from each layer MG i (where i = 1, 2, . . . L ) of the multilayer network MG. We iterate over this process m times to overcome the bias involved in randomness of choosing a node sequence. us, say if a node appears in two networks MG 1 , MG 2 , we collect context of the node( ) 2 * m times, m times from node of MG 1 and m times from node of MG 2 , each time collecting a context or node sequence of length l for the node . We assign transition probability(α), to visit the next neighbor, for each node based on their degree and switch probability(β) for each to switch to another network layer based on number of layers. Given these transition probabilities, a random walk can be done in O(1) using alias sampling. e learned d sized feature vector is optimized using a Stochastic Gradient Descent.
Use Cases.
Node embeddings from multiple networks using Multi-Net can be used inturn for variety of large scale network analytics tasks. Some of them are discussed below:
Node classification. Given a network G = V , E with a set of vertices V and their corresponding labels Y , node classi cation is learning a mapping M:V → Y .
e node embedding extracted from other layers of the multilayer network using Multi-Net or other ebedding techniques [25] [10] [29] can be given as input to a classi er like SVMs, Neural Networks, such that the classi er learns node features and their corresponding labels. With proper parameter tuning in the classi er and cross validations, we can optimize the parameters used for node embeddings models.
Link Prediction. Given a network G = V , E in the form of labelled edgelist i , j → 1, where i , j ⊂ V and a set of labelled edgelists x , → 0, where x , V , link prediction task is a boolean classi er task that learns a mapping N : m , n → {0|1}. e node features learned from multilayer networks are used to represent node pairs in edgelists and a boolean classi ers like L learn these node representations on the training data and the cross validation results are used to tune parameters of feature representation models.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
For our initial analysis, we utilized open access data of Twi er feed networks [9] . is data comprise of 4 layered multilayer network from Twi er, that are collected during the Higgs Boson event. Each layer represents Twi er's reply, mention, retweet and social relationship network. Due to copyright issues, all personal information like user names, id, country, religion, etc are hidden from the data. e nodes are represented by node ID's of 1, 2, ..., n. e entire data houses approximately 456,000 unique nodes across all layers. Table 1 gives some basic properties of all layers in the given multilayer network.
In all networks, users are represented as nodes and their relations with respect to the network is represented as edge between nodes and all networks are treated as directed graphs. Basic idea about all networks are given below:
• Follower/Friend network: is is a network of social relationship in Twi er. ere exist a directed edge between two users a and b, if the user a is a follower/friend of the user b • Reply network: is network represents how users are involved in conversations in Twi er platform. ere exist a directed edge between two users a and b, if the user a has ever replied to the user b • Retweet network: Sharing behavior of users in the Twi er platform is given by this network. ere exist a directed edge between two users a and b, if the user a has ever retweeted/shared a tweet of the user b
is network gives an overview of whether a user is mentioning other users in Twi er. ere exist a directed edge between two users a and b, if the user a has mentioned user b in any of his tweets
Experimental Setup
We evaluate the proposed feature learning methods with the naive link prediction task on edges. We compare and contrast results obtained from the proposed method with the following deep learning based feature learning methods:
• DeepWalk [25] : is method extract d-dimensional features based on uniform random walks • Node2Vec [10] : is method learns d-dimensional features using biased random walk strategy which helps in exible exploration of neighborhood. We set the parameters for exploring the neighborhood nodes: p and q as 1 • OhmNet [29] : is approach uses Node2Vec method for feature learning, but for a multilayer network setup. is approach de nes a hierarchy for representing nodes from multiple layers. e idea is layers which are nearby in the hierarchy tend to share same representations. Since this approach performs Node2Vec, we set the parameters p and q as 1. Apart from these parameters, we created a 2-level hierarchy for our 4-layer networks.
Since DeepWalk and Node2Vec methods are suitable for single layer networks in nature, we experiment on two di erent feature representation for multilayer networks for both DeepWalk and Node2Vec:
• Independent layers: In this method, we learn feature representations of one layer at a time using DeepWalk or Node2Vec and retrain feature learning model for nodes in other layer of networks • Collapsed layers: In this approach, we merge all layers of networks into a single network before feature learning. We then use DeepWalk or Node2Vec to learn node features from the merged network.
We set parameters(walk length (l), number of walks per node (r), feature dimension (d), context window (w)) alike for feature learning using di erent techniques discussed above. Speci cally, we set d=200, l=10, w=10 and r=5 for our experiment Higgs Boson multlayer network and we performed optimizations in 10 epochs for all methods.
Friend/Follower network construction
Follower/Friend network is an underlying network required to perform any Twi er user based network analysis. Much of the Twi er data is accessible either for free using some APIs (such as Streaming API ) or for a cost (such as GNIP) with some limitations. And, it is well known fact that collecting friends or followers of a large group of users using available resources is a time consuming task and further, we can collect only a sample of followers/friends due to limitations in the open access. However, collecting retweets, replies and mentions network from Twi er is less tedious comparatively with collecting friends/followers from Twi er.
We formulate friend/follower network construction as a link prediction task of a network G = (V , E) means that a boolean classi er has to successfully predict whether a set of edges e exists in the network, provided that the classi er is trained on a set of edges e ∈ E and e E. is task is complex and challenging when the network is G consists of large number of nodes V .
We aim to predict friendship score of two users based on features of users from reply,retweet and mention networks. We make an assumption that the nodes/users for which we need to nd prediction has to occur atleast in either one of the three networks, to learn about their features. As given in Table 1 , our follower network contains around 14 million friends/follower relationships (edges). We split the data into equal halves for training(7 million edges) and testing (7 million edges). We use L2-regularized Logistic Regression for link prediction of the follower network. With our experiments, we show that our proposed method of learning representation from other easily accessible network, we can predict the follower/followee with greater prediction scores.
us we formulate the link prediction task in multiplex network perspective as transfer learning, which can be de ned as: given a multiplex network
with L layers, we predict links in a network MG i by learning features of nodes V i from other MG i −MG i layers of the multilayer network. For the link prediction model training, we create a labeled dataset from randomly chosen 50% of edges from the follower/friends network and same ratio of edges that does not exist in the network. We test our predictions on the reminder of edges and non-edges.
Experiment results
From multiple layers of networks, we learn properties of nodes in a low-dimensional vector space. We use these representations to build a model for performing link prediction task. We use logistic classi er with L2 regularization and we use random 50% of edges and same ratio of non-edges from the friends/follower network. Due to space constraints we limit our analysis only based on Collapsed DeepWalk, Collapsed Node2Vec, OhmNet and Multi-Net. Evaluating models based on model accuracy, AU-ROC score and AUPRC score of network prediction using logistic regression with L2 regularization Figure 4 : Evaluation of models based on F1 measures of network prediction using logistic regression with L2 regularization Since the single layer based Node2Vec and DeepWalk provided marginal performance, we do not include their results for analysis. In Figure 3 , we give all model evaluations based on model accuracy, Area Under ROC (AUROC) curve score and Area Under Precision Recall Curve (AUPRC) score. With these evaluation, we can note that the proposed Multi-Net model outperforms DeepWalk and Node2Vec based models by around 7% increase. Most notably, it outperforms OhmNet model by 10% on average.
In Figure 4 , we evaluate all models using di erent F1 measures. We compared against average F1 score, Micro F1 score and Macro F1 score. From the Figure 4 , it is notable that Multi-Net achieves around 8% gain over DeepWalk and Node2Vec based models. Again, the Multi-Net model outperforms OhmNet by around 15% gain. Figure 5 gives a plot on Area Under Curve (AUC) scores for 4 models we experimented on. We conducted experiments using 4 binary operators: Hadamard, Average, Weighted L1, Weighted L2 for ge ing vector representation of an edge. Formula for all these binary operators are given in Table 2 . From the gure, we can note that DeepWalk and Multi-Net performs be er with Hadamard operator, while Node2Vec and OhmNet performs be er with Average binary operator. In all binary operators, the Multi-Net model performs be er than other models with approximately 7
From our experiments, we found that all models, except simple Node2Vec and DeepWalk, outperforms the OhmNet model, which is intended to perform be er for multilayer networks. is is may be due to the fact that the model requires a careful engineering on designing the hierarchy, since we created only a 3 level hierachy. Other than OhmNet, in two other methods we performed network aggregation before learning features from the merged network. When the number of layers L in the multilayer network grows and we merge all such layers into a single layer, these methods loses a huge amount of structural dependencies of a node representation and may not give be er predictions.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
e crux of developing network embeddings given a graph is to design a random-walk procedure. Moreover, in a multi-layer network we need an e ective way to aggregate the low-dimensional node embeddings across the di erent layers. While approaches to multilayer network embeddings have been explored (OhmNet), we have demonstrated that Multi-Net is another e ective algorithm to learn feature representations in such networks. Our method bene ts from the occam's razor principle for designing the random walk procedure by assigning transition probability to a node and a simple switching probability across layers. Particularly, the e ectiveness of Multi-Net in reconstructing the Twi er follower-friend network is arguably its most signi cant contribution presently. However, with more data like social interactions in a few networks, we can arguably learn the e ective social structure in a multi-modal world.
In this work, we presented Multi-Net: a basic framework on learning features in an unsupervised way from a multilayer network as an optimization problem. We have given a simple search strategy on the multi layer network to e ciently get a node's context or neighborhood in a multilayer network setup. We use a 4 layered network to conduct experiments like predicting links in di erent layers using Multi-Net and compared it against state-of-the-art models such as DeepWalk , Node2Vec and OhmNet. We show that our method can achieve be er link predictions compared to all baseline methods.
Merits of following our approach are that (1) it does not require a hierarchy for layers in the multilayer network, since it is tedious to construct a hierarchy for an evolving and dynamic real world networks and (2) it is e cient compared to other matrix factorization approaches due to the e cient and scalable random walk procedure.
is research has a lot of scope for future explorations. For example, at present there are approaches available to learn feature representations based on static networks. But in reality, networks evolve over time and the topology of a node in multiple layers change over a span of time [24] . Temporal networks can e ectively model data from multiple elds like nancial transactions and social media cascades. Learning features from such dynamic networks can help a bulk amount research communities. Another addition to the future work can be considering higher order motifs and graphlets [3] . All existing network embedding techniques focus on pair wise relationship among nodes, compromising the actual structural values of a network. However, motifs and graphlets by default captures such properties. Capturing motif/graphlet based properties in the multilayer setup can be an important contribution to multilayer network embeddings in the future
